
Here is the special page of “Shibuya Sanpo”.

www.tokyo-cci.or.jp/shibuya/hitoeki/ 
The other recommended walking courses similar to "Meiji-
jingumae & Kita-sando Walking Map" can be downloaded in 
PDF format. Check them out too!

Shibuya Branch of Tokyo Chamber of Commerce and Industry 
Shibuya Ward Commerce and Industry Hall 7th fl.  
1-12-5, Shibuya, Shibuya-ku, Tokyo, 150-0002 
TEL: 03-3406-8141 | FAX: 03-3498-6569 | Office Hours: 9:00-17:00
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The word “Shibuya” does not only refer to the Shibuya station 
area, but also the whole Shibuya-ku and neighboring areas. 
Everyone knows the popular landmarks around Shibuya Station, 
such as the Hachiko statue, Shibuya Hikarie and SHIBUYA109 
shopping mall, but there is so much more to explore – roadside 
shops and distinctive shopping streets in various areas of the 
city, historical and cultural facilities, parks etc. Discover all of 
Shibuya by taking a long walk following this map. 

Discover More of Shibuya!
The Sendagaya and Kitasando area offers plenty of 
options for a nice walk, without the crowds of Harajuku. 
Starting with the fashionable Cat Street that offers 
a relaxing shopping experience, followed by a break 
at a historical shrine constructed in 1940 to pray and 
admire a pond filled with colorful koi before continuing 
along the stroll path to find unique and hidden shops, 
and stylish cafes to grab a bite to eat at any time of day. 
Among them is a dessert shop that only sells organic 
gelato, a cafe that serves Australian drip coffee, and 
many more delicious places that are worth a visit. 
To start the walk from Meiji-jingumae <Harajuku> 
Station, go down the Omotesando Street and turn left 
just before you get to the police station, where you can 
find Cat Street.
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Omotesando

A narrow street connecting 
Shibuya and Harajuku filled with 
fashionable shops, stylish cafes 
and upscale boutiques. Different 
and less crowded than the 
Takeshita Street, the Cat Street has 
a hipster vibe offering a relaxing 

shopping experience. Don’t be afraid to get off the main 
street to explore the alleys and find hidden shops.

2-min from Meiji-jingumae <Harajuku> Stn. (Tokyo Metro Lines) on foot

Cat Street
キャットストリート

Pater Sato’s Gallery opened in 
1986, and on the first floor you can 
buy books, posters and museum 
goods from Pater Sato (1945-
1994). The second floor is a rental 
gallery that exhibits illustrations, 
photography and other artworks. 

Some of Pater Sato's famous illustrations were 
designed in the past for Mr. Donuts packages.

Jingumae 2-31-18, Shibuya-ku 10-min from Meiji-jingumae<Harajuku> 
Stn. (Tokyo Metro Lines) on foot 03-3475-4947 12am-7pm Thu

PATERʼS Shop and Gallery
ペーターズショップアンドギャラリー

A dessert shop that offers non-dairy 
and gluten-free ice cream, made 
using raw organic coconut cream 
and natural sweeteners like dates 
and honey. It’s perfect for guests with 
allergies, dietary restrictions, or those 
wanting a healthier option. There are 

also some options for vegan customers who don't eat honey.
Sendagaya 2-6-3, Shibuya-ku 8-min from Kita-sando Stn. 

(Tokyo Metro Line) on foot 03-6758-0620 11am-7:30pm

Kippy’s COCO – CREAM
キッピーズ ココクリーム

An eccentric shop that only opens 
on Saturdays and sells just one thing: 
plain white T-shirts. The owner, 
Takuya Natsume, noticed the lack 
of places to try on and compare 
different white T-shirts, so he decided 
to open his own store where you 

will find plain, white and short-sleeved T-shirts. It may look 
similar, but all vary in material, fit, slight coloration and form.

Sendagaya 2-3-5-1F, Shibuya-ku 6-min from Kita-sando 
Stn. (Tokyo Metro Line) on foot 03-6804-5746

12am-7pm (Only on Sat) Irregular holidays

#FFFFFFT
#FFFFFFT（シロティ）

Atmos is a Japanese streetwear and 
sneaker boutique founded by Hidefumi 
Hommyo in 2000, when it was a minuscule 
retail store in the narrow backstreets of 
Ura-harajuku in Tokyo. Since then, it has 
gained an enormous amount of prestige, 
making collaborations – especially with 

Nike – to create unique sneakers. This new store features a 
minimalistic design and a futuristic space.

Sendagaya 3-16-9, Shibuya-ku 4-min from Kita-sando Stn. (Tokyo 
Metro Line) on foot 03-5843-1017 11am-8pm Irregular holidays

atmos Sendagaya
アトモス 千駄ヶ谷店

Hidden in a street corner, this cafe has 
a cozy interior that comfortably fits its 
customers by a counter just big enough 
to support your drink. The menu 
was inspired by a classic coffee from 
Australia, where the owner and his wife 
used to live. Their specialty coffees, 

like the nice Flat White, attract even tourists from Australia.
Sendagaya 3-33-6-1F, Shibuya-ku 2-min from Kita-sando 

Stn. (Tokyo Metro Line) on foot 03-6447-0697 7:30am-6:30pm
Sun & public holidays

Cafe Flattie The Stand
カフェフラッティーザスタンド

Beams is a Japanese leading 
fashion retailer that launched 
a project in 2008 called Tokyo 
CULTUART by BEAMS, combining 
Cult,Culture and Art. The intention 
was to show Tokyo’s art, design 
and culture. In the Harajuku 

store, you can find artworks, prints, clothes and 
collectors’ items.

Jingumae 3-24-7-3F, Shibuya-ku 5-min from Meiji-jingumae 
<Harajuku> Stn. (Tokyo Metro Lines) on foot 03-3470-3251

11am-8pm Irregular holidays

TOKYO CULTUART by BEAMS
トーキョー カルチャート by ビームス

Just some minutes from the hustle 
and bustle of Takeshita Street 
is the Togo Shrine, is an oasis of 
calm with a Japanese garden and 
a pond with colorful koi. Built in 
1940 and dedicated to the Grand 
Admiral Togo Heihachiro, it's 

known as the shrine of the god of victory.
Jingumae 1-5-3, Shibuya-ku 5-min from Meiji-jingumae 

<Harajuku> Stn. (Tokyo Metro Lines) on foot

Togo-jinja Shrine
東郷神社

A motorbike shop from Sydney with 
a very casual yet sophisticated 
vibe that's hard to define. With 
a gallery space in the basement, 
a cafe on the first floor that 
prepares sandwiches and drinks 
and a shop in on the second floor 

with all kinds of Deus Ex Machina products, such as 
motorbike accessories, surfboards, clothing and caps.

Jingumae 3-29-5, Shibuya-ku 10-min from Meiji-jingumae<Harajuku> 
Stn. (Tokyo Metro Lines) on foot 03-5413-3949 9am-8pm (Cafe), 
11:30am-8pm (Retail shop), 7pm-11pm (Bar, Fri & Sat)

Deus Ex Machina HARAJUKU
デウス エクス マキナ原宿

Jingumae 4-25-10 Hirata Bldg. 1F, Shibuya-ku 5-min 
from Meiji-jingumae <Harajuku> Stn. (Tokyo Metro Lines) 
on foot 03-3408-3511 11am-8pm

This charming shop offers 2,000 
kinds of charms and vintage parts 
from all over the world for creating 
and customizing your own jewelry. 
You can make personalized bracelets, 
necklaces and other accessories for 
a unique experience.
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